Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Haptic guidance is a motor-training strategy in which a human or machine trainer physically interacts with the participant's limbs during movement training, guiding them through a desired movement (Feygin et al. [@CR11]; Hagman [@CR16]; O'Malley et al. [@CR26]; Winstein et al. [@CR38]). This strategy is commonly used to reduce performance errors for tasks that are dangerous to practice, such as learning to walk after a neurologic injury or learning complex gymnastics moves like flips. Besides providing a safety benefit, a common concept is that physically demonstrating a movement may help people learn how to perform it. However, even though haptic guidance is often used in motor training, there is currently little evidence that robotic guidance is beneficial for human motor learning beyond enhancing safety, compared with unassisted practice. In fact, a long-standing hypothesis in motor learning research is the guidance hypothesis, which states that providing too much guidance during training of movement will impair motor learning because it changes the input--output relationship of the task to be learned, and, therefore, obviates the motor system from learning to deal with the actual relationship (Salmoni et al. [@CR28]; Schmidt and Bjork [@CR29]). A number of studies have confirmed this hypothesis finding that physically guiding movements does not aid in motor learning and may in fact hamper it (Hagman [@CR16]; Winstein et al. [@CR38]; Armstrong [@CR1]; Tsutsui and Imanaka [@CR34]; Gillespie et al. [@CR13]; O'Malley et al. [@CR26]; Wallis and Koh [@CR27]; Feygin et al. [@CR11]; Liu et al. [@CR22]; Kahn et al. [@CR20]).

We recently conducted an experiment the results of which contradicted the guidance hypothesis (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR24]). We found that young unimpaired participants who practiced learning to drive a simulated wheelchair with compliant guidance from a robotic steering wheel learned better than participants who practiced without physical guidance. Participants who received guidance reduced their error by initiating their turns earlier, following the example provided by the robotic guidance. In other words, they learned to time their movements better, apparently because they were positively influenced by the timing example provided by the robotic steering wheel. These results show that a refinement of the simplistic interpretation of the guidance hypothesis, that guidance categorically impairs learning, is needed, a refinement that describes with greater detail under what task conditions, and for what kind of participants, guidance may have benefits.

The goal of the present study was to extend the original steering study in three ways. First, in the prior study, the performance improvements observed in the initial study were measured immediately after the training, and thus it was unclear if they persisted over a longer time scale. There is a body of work on haptic guidance that have showed the benefits of human--machine haptic interactions on driving performance (Suzuki and Jansson [@CR31]; Griffths and Gillespie [@CR14]; Jones and Sarter [@CR19]). However, there is little evidence that the benefits of such haptic guidance persist once the haptic guidance is removed. One goal of the present study was, therefore, to determine if the guidance-related learning enhancement persists at a long-term (1 week later) retention test.

Second, we sought to determine the effect of age on the benefits of guidance. If guidance can improve motor learning, it is important to understand the conditions under which it is beneficial, and to develop applications that exploit the beneficial features of guidance for populations who have difficulty learning. Motor performance and motor learning have been documented to be impaired with aging (Dijk et al. [@CR7]; Carnahan et al. [@CR5]; Wishart and Lee [@CR39]; Swanson and Lee [@CR32]; Swinnen [@CR33]; Wishart et al. [@CR40]; Voelcker-Rehage [@CR36]), even though the need to learn new skills remains crucial with aging (e.g. learning to drive a new car or a powered wheelchair, Hedel and Dietz [@CR18]). Haptic guidance might provide a means to improve motor learning in older people.

Third, we sought to determine the effect of initial skill level on the benefits of training with guidance. An influential motor learning theory, the challenge point theory (Guadagnoli and Lee [@CR15]) states that optimal learning is achieved when the difficulty of the task is appropriate for the individual participant's level of expertise (i.e. when the challenge point is reached). Haptic guidance makes a task easier, and thus might be predicted to have greater benefit for initially less skilled trainees.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Steering simulator and guidance controller {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------

We used the steering simulator and guidance control strategy introduced in (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR24]) to perform the experiments. The driving simulator consists of a 3D graphical presentation of a circuit defined by a black line on a floor that participants are required to follow. The virtual circuit is 120-m long, has six curves, and it takes approximately 60 s to drive through the circuit. Participants steer a virtual power wheelchair through the circuit from the point of view of sitting on the wheelchair, using a conventional game force feedback steering wheel (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Logitech MOMO© 100\$). Vehicle steering becomes more difficult as the vehicle speed increases (Zhai et al. [@CR43]). In this study, to eliminate this possibly confounding variable, we programmed the chair to move at a constant, relatively fast speed for the entire task (2 m/s).Fig. 1*Left* participant driving the wheelchair simulator.*Right* top view of the pathway the participants were required to complete

As explained in Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer ([@CR24]), we developed a guidance control algorithm such that the steering wheel applied forces to the participant's hands that corrected the steering wheel motion to bring the virtual wheelchair back to the desired circuit, when the participant created steering errors. The guidance is defined as the force that the haptic steering wheel applies to the driver's hands. The guidance control algorithm is designed to assist only as needed, i.e. guidance is not provided if the error is zero, and the guidance level (the impedance of the guiding robot) is decreased as the driver learns how to steer without making large errors, but increases with error. In this way, as the guidance is reduced, the driver is free to drive with larger errors, but there is still a larger force for larger errors making sure the vehicle does not deviate too far from the desired path.

The dynamics of the virtual power wheelchair are non-holomonic, i.e. the vehicle cannot change direction instantaneously (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR1]). Thus, when turning in curves the driver has to start the movement before the track changes direction to minimize the tracking error. The driving action is then dependent on what the driver sees in front of him instead of the nearest point from the wheelchair to the black line. Likewise, the guidance controller uses the look-ahead distance error (*e*~dis~), look-ahead direction error (*e*~ang~), and the derivative of the wheelchair orientation angle (*e*~ang~) to calculate the required assistive force. The optimal look-ahead distance used for the experiments described below was chosen by trial and error and had a value of 0.84 m. With this optimal look-ahead distance, the guidance algorithm moved the steering wheel in such a way that the circuit-tracking mean error was very small (0.011 m) when no driver held the steering wheel. The guidance force was defined by $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ F_{\rm assist} = K_d \cdot e_{\rm dis} + K_a \cdot e_{\rm ang} + B_a \cdot \dot e_{\rm ang} $$\end{document}$$Thus, as the error becomes larger, the guidance force *F*~assist~ becomes larger (range 0--2 Nm), with control gains *K*~*d*~, *K*~*a*~, and *B*~*a*~ (with initial values 16 N, 16 Nm and 3 Nm\*s, respectively). We adapted the control gains (i.e. firmness of guidance) using an adaptive algorithm described in Emken et al. ([@CR8]): $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ G_{i + 1} = f_{\rm R} \cdot G_i + g_{\rm R} \cdot \left| {x_i - x_d } \right| $$\end{document}$$where*G* represents the value of a control gain in the guidance controller, *f*~R~ is the robot forgetting factor (*f*~R~ = 0.099986), *g*~R~ is the robot learning gain (*g*~R~ = 0.002 when adapting *K*~*d*~ and *K*~*a*~, and *g*~R~ = 0.0002 for *B*~*a*~), *x*~*i*~ is the position or angle in the *i* time-step iteration and *x*~*d*~ is the desired position or direction defined by the path. Note that the guidance algorithm adapts the control gain value based on the driving error and the previous control gain value. Note also that *f*~R~ must be less than one and greater than zero to systematically decrease the value of the guidance when the path tracking error (*x*~*i*~ − *x*~*d*~) is small. For more information regarding the steering simulator and guidance controller, we refer the reader to Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer ([@CR24]).

Experimental protocol {#Sec4}
---------------------

All experiments were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California at Irvine, and participants provided informed consent. Sixty-two, healthy, right-handed adult participants consented to take part in the experiment. Participants were assigned in two groups depending on their age. Thirty participants were assigned in the "young" group (age 24 ± 3.24). Thirty-two participants were assigned into the "old" group (age 78.13 ± 7.52). Participants in the "young" group were randomly assigned in two groups: the "Guidance-as-needed" group and the "No guidance" group. The initial half of older subjects were randomly assigned to either training with guidance-as-needed or no guidance on the second training day. However, at this point, we noticed that initial driving errors differed between groups. Because we wanted to evaluate the effect of initial skill level on the benefits of training with guidance, an imbalance in initial driving errors could have confounded this comparison. To prevent an imbalance, therefore, the remainder of older subjects was assigned to one of the two groups using adaptive randomization methods that insured comparable levels of error across the two groups. At the end of this procedure, 17 elderly participants ended in the guidance group, and 14 in the no guidance group.

All participants participated in three experimental sessions on three different days. On the first day, all participants completed the same driving circuit 15 times, without robotic guidance from the steering wheel. All participants then returned 1 week later for a second experimental session. In this session, they first drove the same circuit two times without guidance to test the retention from the training of the previous week. After 5 min, participants in the no guidance group drove the simulated wheelchair through the circuit 20 times without robotic guidance. Participants in the guidance-as-needed group drove 15 times with haptic guidance from the steering wheel, and five times without guidance. All participants returned a week later for a third experimental session to test long-term retention, and on this day they drove through the circuit two more times. The time required to drive the 120-m long circuit was approximately 60 s. Participants paused for 10 s between the trials.

All participants were informed to drive after the black line that was displayed down the center of the screen with the smallest error possible. None of the participants had prior experience with the simulation program or the steering wheel. Participants in the no guidance group did not receive any guidance during the experiment. Participants in the guidance-as-needed group received adaptive guidance that was adjusted according to Eq. 2 during 15 trials on the second day. They were instructed to follow along lightly with their arms during the first trials, and to try to continue to cooperate with the guidance force as it was reduced. They were told that the guidance would be removed after 15 trials.

Data and statistical analysis {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

For each trial, the tracking error, defined as the mean of the absolute value between the center of the simulated wheelchair and the black line, was measured. The data from one participant in the older, guidance-as-needed group was discarded because she did not follow the instructions correctly despite the coaching, instead appearing to remain passive throughout the experiment, increasing the errors with time, instead of reducing them, as did the rest of participants. Some participants in the older group were not able to finish some trials, because they got lost and could not find the way back to the line, or because they created a large error and crashed into the simulated walls. Specifically, for the older participants for trial 1, 13 participants did not finish, and likewise, using the notation (trial number: number of subjects who did not complete) -- 2:11, 3:4, 4:4, 5:5, 6:5, 7:4, 8:2, 9:2, 10:1, 11:2, 12:2, 13:3, 14:1, 15:4, 15:3, 17, 18, 21, 22, 32, 34, 36:1, 38:2. In the younger participants group, only one participant could not finish trial 28, and 2 participants did not finish trial 32. Data from these participants on these trials were excluded from the analysis, as the task nature changed completely on these trials, requiring participants to perform a searching behavior once they were lost.

To determine whether the guidance reduced the tracking error compared with no guidance, we performed a repeated measures one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) across the relevant trials. The initial steering skill level was calculated as the mean between the tracking error created at the end on day 1 (trial 15), and trial 17. To test the correlation between error reduction and initial skill level, we performed a Pearson's correlation test in the guidance and no guidance groups. We followed the method described in Zar ([@CR42]) to compare the resulting two regression lines slopes. For calculating retention, data from one subject was discarded, because the mean tracking error at trial 15 was higher than error on trial 1, but lower than trial 16.

To understand what skill components of making turns changed with training, we analyzed different segments of the turns. The circuit's curves were defined by two straight lines of 2-m long such that in a curve there are a total of three changes of line direction of 30° each. We defined the first curve's half as the segment from 1-m ahead of the first curve's change of direction and the second direction change (i.e. when the curve straightened). We defined the second curve's part as the segment from the second curve's change of direction and 1 m after the third direction change. We defined straight lines as the segments that are not first or second halves of curves. We also tested if there were differences between groups in the turn-initiation distance before curves, and the turn-rectification distance after curves. We defined the turn-initiation distance as the distance ahead the curve at which participants reached 60% of the maximum turning speed before the track changed direction. We defined the turn-rectification distance as the distance reached when the participants reduced their turning speed to 40% of the maximum turning speed after the last curve's direction change. The increase in turn-initiation distance from trials 17 to 39 in both assistance strategies in the young group did not follow a normal distribution (Shapiro--Wilk test of normality *P* = 0.036 and *P* = 0.037, respectively). To test differences between guidance groups in learning the turn initiation in the young group we performed a Mann--Whitney test, whereas we performed a parametric*t* test in the elderly group. To test relation between turn-initiation distance and turn-rectification distance with mean error, we performed a Pearson's correlation test using data only from last day (trials 38 and 39).

Results {#Sec6}
=======

Participants learned the task during an initial training session, with older subjects exhibiting larger errors {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All participants first learned the steering task in a training session without any haptic guidance (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Performance gradually improved over the 15 training trials of this training session, leveling to a near constant value, for both old and young participants. However, older participants performed systematically worse than younger participants (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, *P* \< 0.012), with a mean error that was about 3× larger in all stages of training. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} compares example trajectories created by younger and older participants at trial 15. Large oscillations exhibited by older participants when leaving the curves contributed to poorer performance when following straight lines.Fig. 2Tracking errors during the three training and testing days.**a** Young subjects on day 1. Note that neither the assistance or no assistance group received guidance on day 1. **b** Young subjects on days 2 and 3. The assistance group received gradually reducing assistance from trials 18 to 31. Trials 38 and 39 were a retention test without assistance on day 3. **c** Old subjects on day 1 **d** Older subjects on days 2 and 3.*Error bars* in all plots show ±1 SDFig. 3Tracking errors during the three training and testing days. **a** Comparison of tracking error between old and young subjects in the no assistance group, across all 3 days. **b** Comparison of tracking error between old and young subjects in the assistance group, across all 3 days.*Error bars* in all plots show ±1 SDFig. 4**a** Trajectories followed for each of the young participants at the end of training day 1 (trial 15). **b** Trajectories performed by each of the old participants in trial 15. Old participants created significantly larger tracking errors than young participants, and showed large oscillations when leaving the curves producing poor performance during straight lines

Guidance significantly reduced tracking error when it was applied during training {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After 1 week of the initial training session, we then measured how well the participants learned to steer the virtual power wheelchair through the simulated environment after they trained with guidance-as-needed, or no guidance from a robotic steering wheel (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The robotic assistance provided by the steering wheel reduced steering errors for both younger and older participants when it was applied. For example, guidance-as-needed reduced the tracking error on the first trial when guidance was applied, compared with the last trial without guidance, in both the young participants' group (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, ANOVA, *P* \< 0.001), and old participants' group (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d, ANOVA, *P* \< 0.001), and resulted in better steering performance across the trials it was applied (trials 18--28 for young participants, *P* \< 0.01, and trials 18--29 for old participants, *P* \< 0.03). Old subjects performed at the same level as young subjects during the first trials when guidance was applied (trials 18--24), but performed significantly worse in all other trials (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, *P* \< 0.05). Because the guidance was reduced gradually based on the subject performance, when the robotic guidance was removed in trial 33, there was not a significant increment in error when compared with the last trial without guidance in both, young, and old participants.

Training with guidance significantly improved long-term retention of the task, but just for younger subjects {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the young participants' group, the guidance-as-needed group showed better long-term learning characterized by a significant reduction in the mean tracking error from trial 17 to long-term retention, 1 week later (trial 39) (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, one-tailed*t* test, *P* = 0.042). However, this benefit of guidance-based training was not detected for the older participants. Specifically, despite the fact that the group of older subjects who received guidance-as-needed showed a larger tracking error reduction, the improvement was not significant (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, one-tailed*t* test, *P* = 0.16).Fig. 5**a** Long-term reduction in steering performance with and without haptic training. The plots compare the change in steering performance from trials 17 to 39. Trial 17 was the last initial practice trial on Day 2 before training with guidance. Trial 39 was the final retention test trial on Day 3, 1 week later.**b** Proportional long-term reduction in steering performance with and without haptic training for the young and old groups. The proportion of error reduction was calculated as the change in steering performance from trials 17 to 39 over performance in trial 17

The training benefits of haptic guidance were not age dependent {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Young participants significantly benefited more from training with guidance-as-needed than training without guidance, whereas older participants, taken as a group, showed only a tendency of greater benefits from guidance. However, we did not find significant differences between age groups in the proportion of error reduction (i.e. amount of error reduction from trial 17 to trial 39, over initial error in trial 17) in the guidance group, or the no guidance group (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, assistance group *P* = 0.649, no assistance group, *P* = 0.796). Thus, the training benefits of haptic guidance did not appear to be age dependent, and, instead, the high intersubject variability of older participants may have accounted for the lack of a significant training benefit of guidance, when the group was taken as a whole.

Training with guidance significantly improved long-term retention more for initially less skilled subjects {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated the effect of the initial steering skill level (i.e. the steering error before training with guidance) on the effectiveness of haptic guidance, and found a significant tendency of better long-term retention for less skilled participants (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). Specifically, we found that there was a significant linear relationship between initial skill level and error at retention, for both guidance-trained (Pearson's correlation *r* = 0.721, *P* \< 0.001), and non-guidance-trained groups (Pearson's correlation, *r* = 0.769, *P* \< 0.001). When we compared the slope of the two regression lines for the two groups, we found a significant greater slope for the guidance group (one-tailed*t* test, *P* = 0.03) suggesting that training with haptic guidance benefited the initially less skilled participants more than it did the more proficient participants.Fig. 6Effect of initial skill level on the benefits of training with haptic guidance. All plots compare the change in steering performance from trials 17 to 39. Trial 17 was the last initial practice trial on Day 2 before training with guidance. Trial 39 was the final retention test trial on Day 3, 1 week later.**a** Effect of haptic guidance based on initial skill level for all participants. The guidance-trained group showed a significantly greater long-term error reduction for initially less skilled participants, when compared with the error reduction for the no guidance group. **b** Long-term reduction in steering performance in younger subjects with and without haptic training. **c** Long-term reduction in steering performance in older subjects with and without haptic training

Based on this finding, we analyzed if the guidance-as-needed was indeed more beneficial than no guidance for a subset of less skilled older subjects. We divided the older group into two different subsets based on their initial skill level. Older participants that performed systematically worse on trials 15 and 17 (mean performance error \<0.225 m) were assigned into the less skilled group (*n* = 15), whereas the rest were assigned into the more skilled group (*n* = 11). In the older less skilled participants' group, the guidance-as-needed group showed better long-term learning (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, one-tailed*t* test, *P* = 0.05). This benefit of guidance-based training was not detected for the more skilled older participants. Similarly, we divided the younger group into less skilled participants (*n* = 14, mean performance error \<0.09 m), and more skilled young participants (*n* = 16). In the younger less skilled participants' group, the guidance-as-needed group showed better long-term learning (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, *P* = 0.05), whereas this benefit was not detected for the more skilled younger participants.

Training with guidance improved learning of the steering task in curves, whereas it did not affect learning during straight lines {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a previous experiment (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR24]), we hypothesized that the difference in learning between the guided and unguided groups arose because the physical guidance demonstrated the optimal moment at which to initiate turns to minimize the tracking error. If this hypothesis is correct, the guidance-as-needed group should have shown a significant reduction in tracking errors in parts of the circuit where turning too late or too early affected the tracking error the most. Thus, we broke the circuit into three different parts: the first half of the curves, the second half of the curves, and the straight lines between curves (see "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}").

There was no significant difference in the error reduction during straight lines in both young and old participants between guidance groups (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a, young participants *P* = 0.25, old participants *P* = 0.24). There was a significantly greater reduction in error for the first half of the curves for the guidance group compared with the no guidance groups for the younger participants (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, *P* \< 0.003), but not the older participants (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, *P* = 0.76). In the young participants' group, there was a significant difference in the reduction of error created in the curves' second half among experimental groups (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, one-tailed*t* test, *P* = 0.043). Again, the difference did not hold for the older participants (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c, *P* = 0.72).Fig. 7Long-term reduction in steering performance with and without haptic training. All plots compare the change in steering performance from trials 17 to 39. Trial 17 was the last initial practice trial on Day 2 before training with guidance. Trial 39 was the final retention test trial on Day 3, 1 week later.**a** Error during straight line portions of the driving course. **b** Error during the first half of turns.**c** Error in second half of turns.**a** Mean increase in turn-initiation distance.**e** Reduction in turn rectification distance

We also tested if there were differences between guidance groups in learning the turn-initiation distance before curves, and the turn rectification distance after curves. In contrast to our expectations, we found no significant difference in the change in turn-initiation distance between the guidance and no-guidance groups in both age groups, although old participants in the guidance-as-needed group tended to increase the turn-initiation distance when compared with old participants in the no assistance group (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}d, old participants *P* = 0.18). There was a significant difference in the turn-rectification distance reduction between groups in both age groups (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}e, young participants *P* = 0.016, old participants *P* = 0.037). In other words, participants who trained with guidance tended to rectify the trajectory after turns earlier when the guidance was removed.

We investigated how the turn-initiation distance and turn-rectification distance (i.e. turn timing, see "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}") are related to mean tracking error in each of the three circuit parts. There was a significant quadratic correlation between the turn-initiation distance and the mean tracking error during the curves' first part (young participants: *R*^2^ = 0.22, *P* \< 0.001, old participants: *R*^2^ = 0.25, *P* \< 0.001). There was a similar significant quadratic correlation between the turn-rectification distance and the mean tracking error during curves' second part (young participants: *R*^2^ = 0.28, *P* \< 0.001, old participants: *R*^2^ = 0.23, *P* \< 0.001). The mean tracking error created during straight lines was quadratically correlated with turn-initiation distance (young participants: *R*^2^ = 0.15, *P* \< 0.011, old participants: *R*^2^ = 0.39, *P* \< 0.001), and with turn-rectification distance in the young subjects (*R*^2^ = 0.32, *P* \< 0.001). Thus, participants that learned better the optimal turn-initiation and turn-rectification distances indeed created smaller errors as they steered the simulated wheelchair through the simulated circuit.

Effect of age on driving performance and retention {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------------

Older participants not only systematically performed worse than younger subjects, but also apparently learned more slowly and forgot a greater percentage of the learned task during the 1-week layoffs between experimental sessions. The percentage error reduction was significantly smaller for the old participants' group on the first day (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, *P* \< 0.022), meaning that young subjects learned a larger percentage of the task during first day (i.e. they learned faster) than older individuals. Older participants experienced a greater increase in tracking error during the layoff from the end of day 1 (trial 15) to the beginning of day 2 (trial 16, 1 week later) when compared with younger subjects (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, one-tailed*t* test, *P* = 0.045). However, when comparing the percentage of motor learning lost from last trial of day 1 and first trial on day 2, we found that retention was not significantly worse (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b, *P* = 0.26).Fig. 8Retention of skill between testing sessions.**a** Mean tracking error increase from last trial on first day (trial 15), and first trial on second day (trial 16).**b** Percentage of learning loss in the first learning period.**b** Mean tracking error increase from last trial on second day (trial 37), and first trial on long-term retention on third day (trial 38).**d** Percentage of performance loss on Day 3 compared with Day 2

We also looked at retention from days 2 to 3 (1 week later). Older participants had a significantly greater increase in error from the last trial on day 2 (trial 37) to trial 1 on day 3 (trial 38) (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}c, *P* = 0.022). Calculated as a percentage relative to the total error reduction from first trial on day 1, and last trial on day 2, older participants showed significantly worse retention of skill from the day 2 testing session on day 3 (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}d, *P* \< 0.045). Specifically, participants in the young group showed a slight performance improvement (rather than loss of retention) from days 2 to 3 of 0.18 ± 13.45%, whereas old participants increased error by 23.45 ± 43.54% after the 1-week layoff.

The addition of haptic guidance did not have any effect on retention from days 2 to 3 in any age group. We did not find any difference in performance loss (Mann--Whitney test, young*P* = 0.171, old *P* = 0.861), neither in percentage loss (Mann--Whitney test, young *P* = 0.206, old *P* = 0.626).

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

We found that training with guidance-as-needed was more effective than training without guidance, for the task of learning to drive a new, simulated vehicle. For younger participants, training with guidance-as-needed produced a significant, long-term reduction in tracking error when compared with training without guidance. For older participants trained with guidance-as-needed, tracking error decreased, but the decrease was not significantly different from the error decrease when trained without guidance. Older participants taken as a group did however learn better to correct their course after turns, by initiating turns earlier, as a result of haptic training. In addition, for both less skilled younger and older participants, learning to drive with guidance-as-needed was significantly more effective than training without guidance. In discussing these results, we return to the three goals stated in the \"[Introduction](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}\" that this study was designed to address.

Can training with haptic guidance produce better long-term learning than unguided learning? {#Sec15}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Training with haptic guidance-as-needed produced better long-term learning in certain steering performance measures than training without guidance (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Guidance-as-needed was especially helpful in reducing errors created during curves (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b, c), compared with performance during straight line portions of the track. Both young and old participants significantly reduced their turn-rectification distance (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}e) in response to haptic guidance. These results extend our previous findings (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR24]), where we found that physical guidance enhanced short-term learning of the steering task. Note, however, that in the previous work we did not find a significant difference in the turn-rectification distance, although there was a non-significant tendency.

One possible interpretation of these results is that subjects performing complex tasks such as skiing (Wulf et al. [@CR41]) and driving a vehicle learn to time their movement better with cues provided by haptic guidance, such as the moment to begin a turn when encountering a sharp curve or the moment to rectify after a curve (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR24]). The concept that guidance can improve the learning of timing is also consistent with the results of Feygin et al. ([@CR11]), who showed a benefit of haptic guidance from a robot in learning to reproduce the temporal, but not spatial, characteristics of a complex spatiotemporal curve. The effect of haptic guidance on learning a visuo-manual tracking has been evaluated in recent studies, which found a positive effect of guidance on the time-related components of the dynamic task, such as an increase in speed and smoothness in tracking trajectories (Bluteau et al. [@CR3]), and a better learning of temporal patterns of force (Morris et al. [@CR25]). In other words, there is emerging evidence that haptic guidance may be specifically useful for learning timing or force dynamics.

The form of guidance used, however, may affect the motor system's ability to benefit from guidance. We recently performed a pilot study of a simple task that requires precise timing (a pinball-like task), and found that while training with guidance allowed young adults to learn the trained task, it had no benefit compared with training without guidance (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer [@CR23]). Subjects apparently reacted to guidance by "slacking" or relying on the form of guidance. Robotic guidance was applied on pseudo-random trials, and eliminated completely the performance errors on all guided trials. In the present study, guidance was applied continuously during a well-defined block of training trials, and the firmness of the guidance on these trials was gradually reduced over time, allowing increasing experience of error. No "slacking" effect was observed when guidance was removed, as the mean tracking error did not increase. This is not surprising, as the guidance had already been reduced by the adaptive guidance algorithm to a very small level by the time it was removed. The compliant, faded form of guidance used here may have ameliorated the negative effects of continuous guidance predicted by the Guidance Hypothesis. Thus, the principle that haptic guidance is specifically useful for learning timing may be conditioned on the provision of a schedule and form of guidance that allows the participant to gradually learn from the example of the guidance, instead of reacting to it as a perturbation.

The current results also suggest that guidance may only be helpful for specific sub-tasks of the steering task. Specifically, guidance benefited learning how to leave a curve, but not how to drive along a straight line. Driving along a straight line requires small responses proportional to the tracking errors, compared with the large, precisely timed movements required for turning into curves and straightening after turns. Research on motor adaption has emphasized that kinematic errors generated during movement are a fundamental neural signal that drives motor adaptation when steering the arm along a desired path (Fine and Thoroughman [@CR12]; Halsband and Lange [@CR17]; Krakauer [@CR21]). We thus speculate that amplifying errors instead of reducing them when steering during straight lines might provide distinct benefits for this sub-task, improving driving performance by providing a more rich and varied experience of errors. If this speculation is correct, the implication is that optimal haptic training strategies will necessarily incorporate different forms of assistance or error amplification based on the specific nature of the current sub-task being practiced. Examples of research towards the study of optimal forms of haptic training strategies to enhance motor learning can be found in Patton et al. ([@CR9]) and Bayart et al. ([@CR2]).

Generalization is an important component of learning. The task we studied was fairly complex, with curves to the right, to the left and straight lines, so it required learning a relatively broad range of driving behaviors. However, we did not vary the wheelchair speed during training or testing, or the driving course layout. A logical next step for future studies would be to examine to what extent training with haptic guidance generalizes to novel driving conditions.

Finally, based on the timing improvement results, it could be argued that the effect of haptic guidance contributed to the development of a cognitive skill, rather than a motor program. Indeed, steering well requires a realization that turns must begin early, and straightening the vehicle when it came out a turn required visual--spatial processing of a virtual reality scene that had been skewed by the turn. However, the cognitive skills were likely internalized at the beginning of the training session, when subjects learned the cause--effect sequence that a late turn resulted in a large error. The optimal time required to start the turn movement before curves, however, is a critical element in motor learning (Schmidt and Lee [@CR30]). We argue that haptic guidance contributed to acquire the correct time to start the turning movement, thus, a critical variable in motor programs, while the cognitive skills were internalized without the need of the haptic guidance during first training trials.

Are the training benefits of haptic guidance age dependent? {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------------

A decline of motor performance with age has been observed in many previous studies with a variety of movement tasks (Voelcker-Rehage [@CR36]; Voelcker-Rehage and Willim-czik [@CR37]; Etnier [@CR10]; Tunney et al. [@CR35]). Studies have also found that aging slows the rate of motor learning (Swinnen [@CR33]; Brosseau et al. [@CR4]; Wishart et al. [@CR40]). The observed learning deficits in old participants have been hypothesized to be a consequence of a decreased capability to overcome "over-learned" coordination patterns to a specific task, i.e. old subjects have difficulties to learn variations on a task they are already skilled at Swinnen ([@CR33]) and Brosseau et al. ([@CR4]).

In the present study, older participants performed systematically worse than younger participants throughout all stages of the task, and had poorer retention of the learned driving skill following the week rest period. However, we did not find significant differences between age groups in the percentage of error reduction gained following training with haptic guidance (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b). This was despite the fact that the driving task studied here can be characterized very well as a variation of an over-learned task. Thus, the over-learned phenomenon does not appear to limit learning from haptic guidance by the elderly.

Are the training benefits of haptic guidance skill dependent? {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Haptic guidance was found to be more beneficial for less skilled participants in the current study. A possible explanation for this result can be found in the challenge point theory proposed by Guadagnoli et al. ([@CR15]). The challenge point hypothesis states that optimal learning is achieved when the difficulty of the task is appropriate for the individual participant's level of expertise (i.e. when the challenge point is reached). Thus, providing a difficult task to a less skilled participant would be predicted to result in less learning with a similar amount of practice, as compared to training when the task is adjusted to be at an appropriate skill level. Likewise, providing an easy task to a proficient participant would not be predicted to promote learning, as little new information is delivered and new skills are not mastered. In the present experiment, reducing the task's difficulty through haptic guidance may have benefited less skilled participants more because it made the task appropriately challenging. Guidance may not have benefited more skilled participants, since for them it made the task require little effort or attention.

The finding that the haptic guidance-as-needed strategy seems to enhance motor learning based on participants' initial skill level suggests that care should be taken to design individualized haptic training algorithms based on the participant's level of performance. These results are consistent with a recent preliminary study in the rehabilitation literature that showed that more impaired stroke patients benefited more from haptic guidance training during the practice of a reaching task, whereas error amplification was more beneficial for the least impaired patients (Cesqui et al. [@CR6]). Matching the haptic training strategy to the trainee's skill level and the motor task properties may provide the greatest opportunity for learning.
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